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Congratulations to Koinos Group for 2 years of design, development and the

launch of main net! Thank you for all of the work you've put into creating

Koinos and for inspiring people with your unwavering dedication to moving

blockchain technology forward.

 

Koinos main net will launch on November 5th 2022 with a live stream

available on YouTube.   This guide can be used to understand common

terminology used in the ecosystem or to learn about Koinos for the first time.

 

Welcome to the world of zero fees.

 

 

"Optimism is not having faith that the future 
will be good. Optimism is joining the fight to 
make the future good and it is participating in 
that struggle that gives life meaning"                                                        

PURPOSE

OF THIS

GUIDE

 - Andrew Levine
   CEO Koinos Group
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The Koinos Blockchain is named after the Greek root word "Koinos" which means

"common", "mutual" or "public."

 

The name was chosen because Koinos is a permission-less, zero fee blockchain

designed specifically for mass adoption by the public. Koinos is built to break down

both the financial and technical barriers to entry for new users and developers.

 

The Koinos Blockchain features multi-language support , a built in governance

system, forkless upgradability, built in Verifiable Randomness Function (VRF), 

Proof of Burn consensus algorithm and much more.

What is Koinos?

BACKGROUND OF

The Koinos Blockchain was built by Koinos Group, an All-American team of five

entrepreneurs and engineers. Andrew, Steve, Michael and Nathaniel formerly

worked on the STEEM blockchain while Andrew and Ron were brewing up ways to

make blockchain more accessible. The five would eventually join together to form

Koinos Group.

Who is Koinos Group?

Andrew Levine

CEO

Ron Hamenahem

COO

Steve Gerbino

CTO

Michael Vandeberg

Blockchain Architect

Nathaniel Caldwell

Blockchain Architect
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The initial whitepaper debuted on October 6, 2020 

on bitcointalk, hackernoon and cointelegraph.

 

Fair mining of the ERC-20 KOIN token was launched 

on October 13, 2020.

 

Version 1  test net was deployed on June 30th, 2021. 

 

Version 2  test net on November 2, 2021. 

 

The Koinos Proof of Burn white paper was first 

introduced on December 19, 2021 and built on the 

original concept proposed by Iain Stewart.

 

Version 3  test net on March 8th, 2022. 

 

The Mana whitepaper was first introduced on April 

10th, 2022, succeeding the previous concept of 

resource credits seen on the STEEM blockchain.

 

Version 4  test net on August 17th, 2022.

 

ERC-20 KOIN snapshot is taken on Halloween, 

October 31, 2022 at 00:02:23 AM EDT.

 

Remember remember, the main net launches on 

the 5th of November.

 

 

 

Koinos began with zero funding

and distributed it's token via fair

mining, identical to Bitcoin's

launch.

BRIEF HISTORY

While Koinos was developed from the ground up, it

utilized industry proven technology such as the WASM

virtual machine, Google protocol buffers and AMQP.

This allowed the three members of the Koinos

engineering team to develop and deploy main net

quicker and more efficiently. In just two years, Koinos

Group's progress map has involved the following

notable achievements:
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Mana is not a token. It is a property of KOIN, similar to how gas is a property of

ETH. Every transaction on Koinos requires Mana to power the transaction.

 

For every unit of Mana that is used in a transaction, an equivalent amount of

KOIN is temporarily locked to the wallet, reducing it's ability to submit

transactions. When all of the KOIN in a wallet is locked, it will not be able to

submit any more transactions until it recharges   enough to power the next

transaction.

 

Recharging Mana is completely free and requires no management by the

user. Mana begins recharging immediately and may take up to 5 days to

recharge. The result is that Koinos users do not pay a fee, instead they pay the

opportunity to submit transactions with time.

What is Mana?

TECHNICAL

DEFINTIONS

KOIN is the native asset of the Koinos Blockchain ecosystem. It is the only

token in the ecosystem that contains the property Mana. Each unit of KOIN

contains a unit of Mana, i.e. 1 KOIN = 1 Mana. Only liquid KOIN has access to it's

Mana.  

What is KOIN?

Koinos mining uses the Koinos Proof of Burn consensus mechanism, created

by Koinos Group. Miners must burn KOIN to receive Virtual Hash Power in the

form of   the VHP tokens. Although blocks are randomly produced thanks to

the VRF, the more VHP a miner has, the higher probability they have of

producing blocks.  For each block that is produced, VHP is converted back to

KOIN and returned to the miner. In addition, miners will also receive newly

minted KOIN as an incentive for mining.

What is VHP?
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TOKEN

HOLDERS

Read page 8 to get a better

understanding of what you

should expect when

claiming your main net

tokens. Includes pro tips to

stay safe and secure.

DEVELOPERS

Read page 11 to learn more about

why Koinos is developer friendly.

Learn what tools are available at

main net launch and about

features not seen on any other

modern blockchain.

FUTURE TOKEN

HOLDERS

Read page 9 to understand why should you

be excited about Koinos main net and how

you can get involved today.  

MINERS

Read page 10 to get

the basics on what you

need to do to help

Koinos stay secure by

running a Koinos Node

and what rewards you

can earn.
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You are eligible to claim if you held pre-main

net (ERC-20) KOIN at the moment of

snapshot on October 31, 2022, 00:02:23 AM

EDT.

 

There are multiple ways to claim, but it is

suggested that users complete the claim

through claim.koinos.io.

 

A Koinos address is required and can be

created with Kondor wallet (created by

community developer Julian Gonzalez and

available as Chrome Extension only) or the

native Koinos-CLI wallet (for advance users

and available on macOS, Linux and Windows).

 

The claim will require proof of ownership of

the pre-main net tokens by signing a

message using the ethereum wallet captured

during the snapshot and submitting the

signed message to Koinos main net.

 

Completing the claim will result in the

issuance of main net KOIN on a 1:1 basis,

reflecting the identical amount of pre-main

net KOIN held by the user during the

snapshot.

 

Tips for completing your claim

Visit claim.koinos.io

to complete the claim.

CLAIMING 

MAIN NET 

TOKENS

There is no time limit to claim.

You may complete the claim at

any time you wish.

Both Koinos CLI and Kondor

encrypt private keys with user

defined passwords. Users may

also store encrypted private keys

from the Koinos CLI wallet on off-

line USB devices for added

security.

Access the claim page using

official links only or directly

through koinos.io.

Claims require proof of

ownership by signing an

Ethereum message using the

wallet captured during the

snapshot.

Never give anyone your seed

phrase or private key. If anyone

asks for them, it's a scam.

Hardware wallet support via

Ledger is in progress.
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Getting involved means joining the fight to

make the future what you want it to be.

 

Remember, you do not need to own KOIN to

be able to use the Koinos Blockchain!

 

dApps will no longer be restricted to token

holders thanks to the ability for Mana to be

shared with others.

 

You can help accelerate decentralization by

discussing the applications you want to use

on Koinos, today!

 

Be inspired to think about a better future

where we own our digital selves thanks to

zero fees and verifiable security through

blockchain dApps.

 

Join the Koinos community via Telegram or

Discord to find more information from one

of the most welcoming and newbie friendly

communities in blockchain.

Koinos is for everyone,

including token holders

and non-token holders

thanks to Mana!

GETTING 

INVOLVED
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Koinos is a permission-less blockchain,

therefore anyone may run a consensus node.

 

KOIN holders have the added benefit of

participating in block production, otherwise

known as mining, using Proof of Burn (PoB).

Mining provides security and valuable

resources to the network.

 

Miners must burn KOIN to receive Virtual

Hash Power (VHP) tokens. Each block

produced will return their burned KOIN back

plus rewards in the form of new KOIN created

from the expansion of the base token supply,

currently fixed at 2% annual inflation. 

 

Miners should expect an approximate 4% APY

against how much KOIN they burn. Yields

increase or decrease based on the global

amount of KOIN burned by other miners.

 

Get started by visiting docs.koinos.io

 

Facts on running a Koinos Node

Help decentralize the network by running a node!

RUNNING A KOINOS NODE

Consensus nodes require 4-core 

CPU, 8GB RAM & 1TB HDD.

Mining nodes require 4-core 

CPU, 16GB RAM & 1TB HDD.

Nodes can run on macOS, Linux 

and Windows via Docker.

Mining is considered "green" 

and uses minimal energy with 

Virtual Hash Power.

Miners earn approximately 4% 

APY. Varies based on how much 

KOIN is burned by other miners.

For hands free participation in 

mining, consider the decentralized 

mining pool at burnkoin.com
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Koinos supports multiple languages and

will be launched with a C++ and a

TypeScript SDK with more languages to

follow.

 

The SDKs will help developers quickly

launch and test their smart contracts. At

any point along development, Koinos

Group is available to help further the

creation of robust developer tools.

 

Developers will also find that the Koinos

blockchain has the ability to forkless

upgrade itself, a feature that is also

extended to smart contracts!

 

Yes! Developers can choose to have

complete control, no control or

decentralized control over how their smart

contracts are upgraded!

 

Developers will also find great community

developed tools such as Koilib, a suite of

easy to use Javascript tools, to help build

their applications faster and easier.

 

Token holders and non-token holders can

work with developers to shape the future

of Koinos thanks to the ability to share

Mana with other users.

 

The verifiable security of blockchain can

finally be accessed by everyone.

 

Own your digital selves and be free.

Koinos will be defined by

it's users and developers.

THE FUTURE 

OF KOINOS
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